ESP-LX Series

The LX Series Controllers provide three different options for commercial properties. The LX Basic is a simple to use high station count controller that provides just the necessary features for commercial like cycle + soak, simulstations, and watering windows.

The LXME and LXD offer support for flow management, flow sensing, normally open master valves, and station priorities.

Features
- Work the “ESP way” from 12-6.
- A controller that grows with you. The LXME and LXD can be upgraded to weather-based smart controllers with the addition of an ET Cartridge or upgraded to be IQ2 Central Control satellites through the addition of an IQ communication cartridge.

An Accessory For Every Application

WR2 Wireless Rain Freeze Sensor
- Fast installation & easy to use
- Superior wireless signal strength

SMRTY Soil Moisture Sensor
- Upgrade any controller to a smart controller and save up to 40% water
- Bury and forget - easy installation

LIMR Landscape Irrigation & Maintenance Remote
- Easy to use commands with on-screen instructions
- Up to 1.5 miles of range (line of sight)

ET Manager Cartridge
- Upgrade LXME or LXD to ET-based smart controllers
- Easy Setup

Pump Start Relays
- Superior protection and reliability
- Many options

The LXME controller can be upgraded to a weather-based smart controller through the addition of an ET Cartridge.
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The ESP-RZX is the next generation of extra simple programming. It was designed with homeowners in mind and features zone based scheduling. This allows every valve to be scheduled independently; no more explaining “programs”.

**Features**
- Contractor Rapid Programming™. Automatically copies the Start Times and Watering Days from zone 1 to all remaining zones at initial set up.
- 6 independent Start Times per zone.
- 4 Watering Days options by zone. Custom days of week, ODD calendar days, EVEN calendar days, Cyclic (every 1 – 14 days)
- Manually water ALL or SINGLE zones on demand.
- Indoor and outdoor versions.

The ESP-Me sets the standard for fast and easy programming. With 4- to 22-station scalability, the ESP-Me can help you better serve residential to light commercial jobs.

**Features**
- Work the “ESP way” from 12-6.
- Bypass Rain Sensor by Station. Got a landscaped area under an eave or deck? Bypass the rain sensor for that station(s)—or for the entire landscape.
- Seasonal Adjust by Program. Reduce/ Increase all scheduled run times quickly and easily.
- One-Touch Watering. Need an easy way to turn on the system? The ESP-Me offers one-touch watering.
- Contractor Default™. Prevent callbacks by saving your programs and restore in two easy steps.

The ESP-SMTe is a smart controller that uses onsite weather information to save 30% - 70% water.

**Features**
- Work the “ESP way” from 12-6.
- Different plants have different watering requirements. That’s why the ESP-SMTe customizes each zone’s irrigation schedule. It factors in location, soil type, landscape slope, plant type/density, sun exposure, sprinkler type and root-depth requirements.
- Instant rainfall shut-off and useable measurement. ESP-SMTe not only suspends irrigation when it rains, it measures instantaneous rainfall amounts, determines the effective rainfall and calculates exactly how much to adjust your watering schedule.